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Abstract

Depression is a common disease which emerges with a disorder in temper. It results from environmental genetically and physiological factors. One of the effective factors can be the change in hormones and disorder in their intake through cells. In way that one can explain these hypotheses with post-pregnancy depression. The present study aimed to compare estrogen receptor1 gene expression in patients with major depression and healthy individuals. The study used causal-comparative method. For this study, 17 patients who suffered major depression referred to the clinic and 30 healthy subjects were randomly selected. After taking blood samples, estrogen receptor1 gene expression was carried out using Real Time PCR. The results showed that the expression of ESR1 gene was significantly reduced in patients with major depression (P value < 0.05). This result showed that ESR1 gene can be used as a genetically marker for major depression. Also, stimulating estrogen receptor 1 or raising the estrogen level of blood can be applied to reduce depression signs.
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Introduction

Among all psychological disorders, major depression disorder is of the most prevalence in life, reaching 17 percents [1]. Considering that evaluation of major depression is carried out by viable questionnaires and answering them is affected by environmental and situational status of the testees, it seems that using genetic marker would be required. There are a few studies about the role of genes in behaviors and tempers; but, it is evident that some of genes, directly or indirectly, affect on this process and work as a connector between sexual genes and their receptors. Environmental and genetic effects and their interaction as well as multi factorial nature of major depression all clearly demonstrate that none of these elements can be studied separately concerning advent and intensity of depression. Therefore, this very study attempts to consider whether a relation exists inestrogen receptor gene expression between people suffering major depression and healthy people, and also, does estrogen receptor gene have any role in depression. Scientists haven’t found genes responsible of depression. However, different kinds of genes, called polymorphism, promote the risk of depression [2]. Reliable identification of depression using molecular methods along with influential medical procedures are utilized in lowering effects of environmental factors. Very few and paradoxical studies are available in this context. Psychogenetic studies among people suffering major depression and comparing them with healthy people contribute in introducing a reliable marker in the process of medical diagnosis of this disorder. This, per se, creates a fundamental and functional basis in initial diagnosis of disorder, even in fetus.

Many factors are involved in etiology of depression including age, social factors, personal and mental factors as well as biological factors like physical conditions, hormonal disorders, medicines and heredity disorders [3]. American Psychological Association indicates temperament, environmental, genetic and physiological factors as risky factors in depression. Among genetic factors, change in gene expression, including DRD, DRD2, DRD1, ATPASE, DRD COX, 4, DRD5 3, and serotonin receptor, and also some polymorphisms of genes like ESR1 and ESR2, can be mentioned. Estrogen receptor gene places on chromosome 6q25.1 and consists of 8 exons. Many kinds of polymorphism have been discovered in this gene [4]. With regards to positive role of ESR1 in developing cerebral function, a variety of studies considered relation between ESR1 gene and different behavioral phenotypes. In studies relating to depression and polymorphism of ESR1, a stream of results has been presented. A study with 2468 old women suggested a significant correlation between polymorphisms rs2234693 and rs9340799 and reduction in depression symptoms [5]. Moreover, studies have identified the effect of estrogen on depression [6-10]. Generally, women would face with more fluctuations in their level of estrogen [11,12]. Strong findings are in hand relating to efficiency of estrogen-based medications for pre-menstrual depression in
women [13,14]. Also, the relation between some micro-cerebral elements, such as vitamin D, and level of depression has been considered [15]. Evidence indicates that there is a correlation between polymorphisms of ESR1 and postpartum depressive disorders, depression and schizophrenia [16]. Epidemiologic studies confirm finding indicating relation of estrogen with depression and anti-depressive reactions [17]. Menstrual changes are related with both reduction in level of estrogen and risk of early depression [17, 18]. Moreover, estrogen works with intracellular activation of estrogen receptors [19]. Reviewing previous studies suggests that, although there are findings about relation between polymorphism of ESR1 and gender, some lack of significant relation. Paradoxical results, in one hand, and lack of studies concerning significant relation in ESR1 gene expression, on the other hand, indicate differences in theories about genetic effects on depression. A variety of studies have been carried out in relation to ESR genes and mutations and their relation with depression. However, no empirical study is available for changes in gene expression. The purpose of this study is to compare ESR1 gene expression between people suffering major depression and healthy people.

Materials and Methods

The method of study is causal-comparative. Estrogen receptor gene is the independent variable in both groups. The statistical society consisted of all depressed patients in psychological clinic in Shahriar city in 2014. 17 depressed people were selected using random convenient sampling method, ranging 20 to 35 years old. Applying Beck questionnaire and approval of psychologist, the participants’ depression was approved. 30 healthy people were chosen with the same age range. After receiving written consent, 3 mls blood were drawn from every patient. After three hours, Roche kit was used to extract RNA. Extracting RNA, primer design was performed by Primer Software version 3. Through blasting in DATA BASE, human genome was confirmed. Primers were synthesized according to relevant sequence (Table 1). To synthesize CDNA, QLA gene Kit and oligodt primer were applied, in temperature of 42 for 60 minutes. To quantitatively evaluate synthesis CDNA, ESR1 gene kit was used. After standardization of data with $E^{act}$ method, they were compared with t-test.

Table 1: Sequence of primers in experiment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>Direction</th>
<th>Item</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AACAAAAGGATGAGCATCT</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>ESR1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GATGAAGTAGACCCCGACAGT</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>GAPDH2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGTAGAGCCCCAGCCACA</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGTCCAAATCCATTGATGC</td>
<td>R</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Findings

The testees were in the range of 20 to 35 years old (Table 2). More than 73 percent of testees are in major depression group, in range of less than 30 years old. In control group, 82 percent are in this group. In fact, testees were in 20 to 30-year-old category. Mean of people with major depression was 32.35, with SD of 7.98. In healthy people, this mean was lower, i.e. 5.58 (Table 3).

Based on Beck questionnaire (1961), mean of depression scores in patients was 38.51, placing in major depression and was approved by psychologist. In contrast, mean of depression for healthy people was 13.45. This puts people in healthy category. The difference between means was significant ($p$ value = 0.001). This test can be applied in proper molecular studies. ESR1 gene expression was studied with Real Time PCR. Results of CT and TM are shown in Figures 1 and 2. Cycloid of growth curve and sharpness of TM curve indicate high efficiency of ESR1 gene. Comparison of both groups in terms of ESR1 gene expression was carried out using independent t-test. Mean of ESR1 gene expression in major depression group to healthy people was -21.52, indicating reduction in gene expression. This reduction was significant in terms of t-test ($P$ value =0.001). Considering ESR1 gene expression in major depression group showed that a significant reduction was occurred in this group (Figure 3). This finding is consistent with fluctuations in estrogen system and its role in depression [20]. Comparison of ESR1 gene expression in people with major depression and healthy people showed that the level of gene expression is significantly higher in healthy people.

Figure 1: Level of CT in ESR1 and GAPDH3 gene expression.

Discussions and Results

Depression is a common psychological disorder which was among the first prevalent psychological conditions in people around the world in 2020. In Iran, depression is in the third rank of medical problems [21]. Prevalence of depression in women is...
Major depression is among depression disorders. Diagnosis of five or more of the following symptoms for 2 weeks or more along with reduction in social, working and personal functions can be considered as the signs of Major Depression Disorder (MDD): depressed temper, reduction in interests and pleasures, drastic weight loss, insomnia or much sleeping, lack of proper psychological and motor status, burnout and lack of energy, feeling of worthlessness, lack of focus and continued thinking to death. Risky factors of major depression include 3 groups: temper, environmental and genetic and physiological (DAM-5). Recent studies have emphasized on the role of genetic factors in depression, and report that hereditary factors possess 40 to 50 percent of problems [23]. Studies suggest that major depression in one of the parents would substantially lead in 10 to 13 percent risk of symptoms in offspring [1]. The effect of changes in Dopamine and Notrophin receptors expression has been studied [24]. Researches confirm the vital role of estrogen hormone in depression. In addition, depression is the result of disorder in the level of serotonin, and estrogen mediates performance of neural receptors and estrogenic operations [20]. Epidemiologic studies confirm that estrogen is related with depressed temper and anti-depressive reactions [19]. Treatments with estrogen improve depressed temper of postmenopausal women. Also, evidences show that a correlation exists between polymorphisms of ESR1 and advent of depression [25]. Postmenopausal treatment with estrogen can improve depression symptoms [26]. Estrogen, on the other hand, is able to mediate output of neural transmitters through promoting levels of serotonin and norepinephrine [27]. It seems that polymorphism of ESR1 gene is effective in MDD and bi-polar disorder, in a way that, reduction in its gene expression would culminate in major depression disorder. ESR1 is the receptor of estrogen locating in cell membranes. It controls intake of estrogen through mutual interaction [28]. In MDD, reduction in ESR1 leads in improper interaction, and even in the case of production of estrogen, its intake will be decreased in cells. Reduction in estrogen’s intake surface and activity contributes in reduction in cellular energy surface and increase in occurrence of MDD. Relation of estrogen with other micro molecules, proteins and genes has been confirmed.

Comparison of ESR1 gene expression in MDD people manifested that its expression was significantly reduced (Table 4). This finding is in line with fluctuations in estrogen system and its role in depression. Studies indicate that depression results from disorder in neurochemistry of brain, including changes in the level of transmitter and abnormal activity of hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal axis [25]. Treatment with promoting cerebral levels of neural transmitters like serotonin and norepinephrine can improve depression symptoms [26]. Estrogen, on the other hand, is able to mediate output of neural transmitters through promoting levels of serotonin and norepinephrine [27]. It seems that polymorphism of ESR1 gene is effective in MDD and bi-polar disorder, in a way that, reduction in its gene expression would culminate in major depression disorder. ESR1 is the receptor of estrogen locating in cell membranes. It controls intake of estrogen through mutual interaction [28]. In MDD, reduction in ESR1 leads in improper interaction, and even in the case of production of estrogen, its intake will be decreased in cells. Reduction in estrogen’s intake surface and activity contributes in reduction in cellular energy surface and increase in occurrence of MDD. Relation of estrogen with other micro molecules, proteins and genes has been confirmed.

Table 4: Results of comparison of both groups in terms of ESR1 gene expression.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Healthy</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>16.21</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>major depression</td>
<td>-21.52</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comparison of ESR1 gene expression in people with major depression and healthy people indicated that gene expression is significantly higher in healthy people. Substantial reduction in ESR1 gene expression can be utilized as a marker in genetic studies of depression. This finding can be related to effective neurotransmitters in depression like dopaminergic, notrophin and serotonin, because reduction in ESR1 gene expression will finally contribute in preventing intake of estrogen inside of cells. This is consistent with depression treatment in postmenopausal women [25]. The main question is that whether major depression is the reducing factor of ESR1 or lowering gene expression of ESR1 will lead in depression? Therefore, it is required to carry some studies in order to find proper answers. What is evident is that marker of reduction in ESR1 gene expression is a permanent genetic marker which can be applied in evaluating depression.

Conclusion

Major depression is a psychological disorder originates from environmental and genetic factors. This article indicates that ESR1 gene faces with significant reduction in people with major depression. It seems this phenomenon is related with polymorphisms of ESR1 gene, because polymorphism, especially in promoter, and non-absorption of estrogen into cell due to reduction in ESR1 expression and lack of couple trans-element estrogen to cis-element promoter of ESR1 gene, lead in lower cellular estrogen. This process ends with reduction in
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neurotransmitters and major depression. Therefore, significant gene expression in ESR1 can be considered a genetic marker for major depression. This is applicable for hormonal treatment of postpartum depression.
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